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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the Fall of 2017 Porter County Library System asked Hennen Library Consulting to prepare a
report to evaluate how it compares to similar libraries throughout the country. The final report
was compiled by library consultant Thomas J. Hennen Jr. in January of 2018. The report relies
on data compiled by individual libraries throughout the U.S. by state libraries and the federal
government’s Institute for Museums and Library Services (IMLS). This report uses the most recent
IMLS dataset that was published in September of 2017. Fiscal years vary by state but the 2016 data
for Porter County Library are from the calendar year ending 12/31/2015.
We used broad category comparisons as well as historical data for the comparison report.
An important part of the research was finding “Best Practice Libraries.”. All of the libraries
chosen for comparison were chosen because their performance measures outpaced Porter
County’s. We chose them to seek best practices that Porter County can emulate. Each of the
selected libraries has high levels of some or all the input and output measures we investigated.
Not surprisingly, no one library is best in class for all the measures. Planners looking for best
practice advice will want to consider several of them for advice.
After an extensive search, we narrowed the field to just a 12 of the over 9,000 libraries in the
U.S. Based on further examination of the metrics, we chose three of that dozen as “Best Practice
Libraries.” (See Section 2 of this report for a further discussion of the methodology.)
The library directors interviewed for this report are:
 Carmel Clay Public Library in Indiana - Robert Swanay, Director.
 Calvert Library in Maryland - Carrie Plymire, Director.
 Lakewood Public Library in Ohio – James Crawford, Director.
We prepared questionnaires tailored to the specific findings of our research for each of these
directors. Sections 3, 4, and 5 of this report incorporate the responses by all three libraries to the
extensive and individually tailored questionnaires that each of the library directors provided.
Section 6 of this report explains HAPLR 2.0 (Hennen’s American Public Library Research)
methodology and score cards for Porter and the three libraries included here.
For related reports on this project see: https://hennenlibrary.org/porter-county-library-study/
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1.1 METRICS SUMMARY

1.2 MAP OF BEST PRACTICE LIBRARIES SELECTED
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2 PEER SELECTION METHODOLOGY
Porter County Public Library engaged Hennen Library Consulting to identify “best practice
libraries” from which it could learn as it develops its long-range plans. The data for the statistics
included here are from the Institute of Museums and Library Services (IMLS) The IMLS dataset
was published in summer 2016. It includes data filed in 2015 by over 9,305 public libraries in
the U.S. They serve over 319 million U.S, residents. Some libraries have multiple branches so
the total of library buildings exceeds 16,000. We narrowed the field to a manageable subset of
Porter County peers. This report provides a summary of the methodology employed to sort
libraries to compare them to Porter County Library. Porter County Library is in the 100,000 to
250,000 population range traditionally used by the Institute of Museums and Library Services
(IMLS). Libraries were sorted by their population category as of the most recent population data
provided by IMLS. We identified 929 U.S. libraries in the 50,000 to 250,000 population range.
Note that population changes in the historical metrics section can move a library in or out of this
range in the 25-year cycle used for historical metrics.
Because Porter, like all Indiana libraries, is a district library, we focused on wider unit libraries.
That included districts, county, city-county, and multi-jurisdictional libraries but not municipal,
non-profit, or other types of libraries. The libraries are as follows:
 Tippecanoe County and Monroe County are peers that Porter County traditionally uses.
 The other 3 Indiana libraries (Carmel Clay, Hancock, and La Porte) have output
percentile averages that exceed their input levels.
 The remaining 5 libraries (Calvert, Cecil, Farmington, Lakewood, Roanoke, and
Westerville) have high HAPLR 2.0 scores, and output percentile averages that exceed
input levels, and budgets comparable to that of Porter County Library System ($3 million
to $6 million).
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2.1 INPUT & OUTPUTS FOR 9,231 U.S. LIBRARIES
The chart below compares the average input percentiles (horizontal line) to output percentiles
(vertical line). We expect outputs to rise as inputs rise (diagonal line). R-squared (also known
as the coefficient of determination, or the coefficient of multiple determination for multiple
regression). R-squared is a statistical measure of how close the data are to the fitted regression line. Rsquared is the percentage of the response variable variation that is explained by a linear model. R-squared
equals explained variation / Total variation. R-squared is always between 0 and 100%:




0% indicates that the model explains none of the variability of the response data around its mean.
100% indicates that the model explains all the variability of the response data around its mean.
R-squared for this dataset is 69%.

One way to describe this is to say that the more you put into a library, the more you tend to get out of it.
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2.2 SELECTED PEERS
The graph below lists just the chosen peers for Porter County Library System rather than all
9,231 libraries in the previous graph. Libraries above the diagonal line have outputs that exceed
input. So, for instance, Roanoke, VA has about the same level of inputs as Porter County
Library System but higher outputs. Calvert, MD has similar inputs to Tippecanoe but higher
outputs.
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2.3 BEST PRACTICE LIBRARY HAPLR 2.0 SUMMARY
For our report, Porter County’s percentile scores were shown side by side with those of each best
practice peer library in turn. A library with a percentile score, for instance, of 95% does better
on a measure such as circulation per capita than 95% of the 929 libraries considered. The ribbon
indicates the three libraries chosen for special study.
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2.4 BUILDING DATA
For this comparison, we used 87 libraries:







Porter County Public Library System.
Porter Peers. The 11 libraries here include 5 Indiana district libraries and 6 other wider
unit libraries. See next page for list of libraries.
State Districts. Indiana has more library districts than most states. Libraries with
taxing authority and relatively independent boards are not very common in the U.S. The
20 libraries here are the Indiana district libraries not included in the Porter Peers category
above.
Wider – moderate. This category includes 10 “Wider Unit” libraries with budgets
similar to Porter County L.S. and high HAPLR scores: library districts (LD) city county
libraries (CC), county libraries (CC), or Multi-jurisdictional (MJ).
Wider – high. This category includes 42 “Wider Unit” libraries with budgets much
higher than Porter County L.S. and high HAPLR scores.
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3 CALVERT COUNTY LIBRARY, MARYLAND
Library Director: Carrie Plymire
cplymire@calvertlibrary.info
Calvert Library Prince Frederick
850 Costley Way
Prince Frederick, MD 20678
(410) 535-0291
http://calvert.lib.md.us/
What stood out for this library was that even in this select group of 12 Best Practice libraries, its
average of input measures was well exceeded by its outputs. The square footage of its buildings
was on the low end of the spectrum with very little recent capital improvements. Spending was
somewhat higher than Porter’s. Staffing was very comparable and historically stable. It is
bucking the trend on reference with growing use. We were especially impressed with a very
complete and current long-range plan that was made available for the public. That allowed us to
ask pertinent questions on Calvert’s strategic planning in light of already stellar performance.
The library is similar to Porter in a number of ways. It is a County Library with multiple
branches that is close to an urban center (Washington, DC). Its population density at 428 per
square mile is similar to Porter’s 491. At 91,000, its service territory is smaller than Porter’s
168,000. On the other hand, household income at about $96,000 is higher than Porter’s $63.000.
The county has one of the highest median household incomes in the United States. The median
home value of $341,000 is nearly twice Porter’s rate.
The Calvert County seat is Prince Frederick which is where the main library is located. Calvert
County is included in the Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metropolitan
Statistical Area.
We chose Calvert because with only a 63 rd percentile input average (compared to Porter’s 80th) it
has nearly the same level of outputs. The county has one of highest median incomes in U.S. with
much higher home values than Porter does. Nevertheless, this library is similar to Porter in many
ways. It serves a county with multiple branches and much of the population is quite rural despite
its proximity to Baltimore and Washington DC.
As Carrie Plymire, the director notes, some of their indirect costs are not included in their IMLS Reports
because they are absorbed by the county or the regional/state agencies. Their cramped and leased spaces
for branches present obstacles to service delivery. She credits great staff to a visionary predecessor that
changed staffing as well as to ongoing professional development opportunities. She credits the Friends
group and their Foundation with filling the gaps for library development and furnishings.

Calvert library is shifting the collection budget to digital while maintaining periodical
subscription levels. A major portion of their long-range planning includes “Telling Our Story”
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promotional activities. They provided a sample of the research on the community and its library
use that is most instructive. The PowerPoint, “Trending in Libraries” was provided to Porter.
They have used CollectionHQ for the last 2 years. That has helped them weed and update collections as
well as giving them useful data to confirm that selectors are purchasing in accordance with customer
demand. They use Orange Boy’s Savannah software to do targeted marketing. The software integrates

data, adds customer insights, tracks performance, and automates communication in one platform.
For more information on Maryland’s regional libraries, one of their staff, who has a doctorate in
library science, wrote a report1 for the American Library Association. The Statewide and
Regional Solutions section is useful for providing context for the library’s operation in a state
context.
Key points to Director Carrie Plymire’s questionnaire responses are as follows:



Collection development: “The collections are too large for the space, but the spaces are way, way
too small for the community, so we walk that line.”
Staffing: “I really like our model. My predecessor was visionary in nearly eliminating the

position of library assistant, instead choosing to have more expensive and better trained
library associates. This cadre of people come from varied backgrounds and have bachelor’s
degrees in a terrific variety of fields from biology to computers to literature to history and
back again. This gives us terrific breadth in planning classes and events and creative
customer-centric staff.”










1

Reference: “See the answer to question 7.11.1 for another possible reason that we have more
reference questions. At Calvert Library, everyone is a librarian so everyone is answering reference
questions every day.”
Collection development: “Put as many staff into public service and outreach as you possibly can.
Outsource as much processing as you can – mylar covers, barcodes, DVD and CD book processing –
let the vendors do that. Use all the vendor tools you have access to.”
Program attendance: “Leverage your community. We do a lot of the programming in-house for
children, but not for adults. Let your community members be your teachers for classes. Partner with
community groups to do events – they will bring people and do at least half of the advertising.”
Successful promotions: “Welcome Back week – when we forgave fines. Summer Fun performances
6 weeks of the summer bring in lots of children and caregivers. At the smaller branches these events
are held at larger community venues like fire houses, museums and community centers.”
Internet computer use: “Library card not required (guest passes are freely available). No session
time limit. Some customers stay all day and sign in/out every 4 hours or so. Average session length
generally around 1 hour and did not change when we went to unlimited length sessions.”
Long-range plan: “We revised our volunteer manual, job descriptions and application.
http://calvtest.somd.lib.md.us/about-us/library-info/volunteer/ We continually accept volunteer
applications and will create jobs for volunteers with specific knowledge (leading a class or event). We
provide space, tech, and staff to support community organizations (Calvert Mentors, PFLAG, Legal
See: http://www.ala.org/advocacy/sites/ala.org.advocacy/files/content/pdfs/Rural paper 07-31-2017.pdf
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Aid, Jobsource). Volunteers and community organizations know the library is willing to support their
missions. Staff network with the community by attending a wide variety of meetings and events. We
meet talented individuals and convince them to teach classes for our community in their talent field.”
On Virtual 5th Branch: “We added Hoopla and One Click Digital (now RB Digital). We worked
with St. Mary’s and Charles County libraries to lobby the Regional library to put more $ into
Overdrive Advantage collections. All three systems added Hoopla at about the same time so we were
able to add records to the catalog. One Click was not used by the other two counties so I made a deal
with the Directors – if they would put $1,000 into the collection, we could get the records into the
catalog and we would continue to fund it at a much higher rate. (Our initial investment was
$10,000).”
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3.1 CALVERT AND PORTER COUNTY DEMOGRAPHICS




Calvert County is located in Maryland. As of the 2010 census, the population was 88,737.
The county seat is Prince Frederick. Calvert County is included in the WashingtonArlington-Alexandria,
DC-VA-MD-WV
Metropolitan Statistical
Area. The county has
one of the highest
median household
incomes in the United
States.
Porter County is a
county located in the
U.S. state of Indiana. As
of 2010, the population was 164,343. The county seat is Valparaiso. This county is part of
Northwest Indiana as well as the Chicago metropolitan area.
Source: National Association of Counties: Explorer.NACo.org
Both
counties are
within a 50mile radius
of major
metropolitan
areas.
The libraries
and branches
shown here
are depicted
by relative
building
sizes.
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3.1.1

Data Summary for Calvert & Porter County

We chose Calvert because, as this table demonstrates, with only a 63 rd percentile input average
(compared to Porter’s 80th) it has nearly the same level of outputs.
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3.2 CALVERT COUNTY LIBRARY- HAPLR 2.0 SUMMARY QUESTIONS
We ask many more specific questions in Sections 6 and 7 of this report, but here we would like
to ask some general ones. We believe that Calvert Library must be doing things exceptionally
well because even in this select group of a dozen libraries, its average of input measures is well
exceeded by its outputs. What do you think accounts for this exceptional performance?
We are doing things exceptionally well, but we have some built-in advantages that don’t
show up in the data.
 We receive considerable support from *Southern MD Regional Library
Association (SMRLA) which is state-funded. They host our email and ILS; have a
training coordinator; perform all of our cataloging and the vast majority of our
processing; and manage delivery.
 The State Library Resource Center which operates out of the Pratt Library
manages several (9) statewide database subscriptions.
 SMRLA provides approx. $250k in databases and ebook purchases for the tricounty library systems. This includes our participation in Maryland’s statewide
Overdrive consortium.
 As part of our regional library, Calvert Library is connected to St. Mary’s County
Library and Charles County Public Library systems. We share a catalog and
delivery is performed by the Regional 5 days a week between the 11 southern MD
locations. This gives us a larger collection than shows up in the data if you
consider only titles owned by Calvert.
 Calvert County government provides accounts payable, accounts receivable,
payroll services, benefits administration, and buildings and grounds maintenance
including paying all of our utility bills, workers comp, two of four cleaning
contracts, etc.
These “privileges” mean that our budget does not reflect all of our services or staffing.
Do you have other libraries that you use for benchmarking purposes? If so, which are
they and how are they chosen?
Not really. We’re competitive with other MD libraries, especially Charles and St. Mary’s
since they are our neighbors. I aspire to spending more time with data and benchmarking.
What have you learned from other libraries that you have benchmarked?
Although we don’t do formal benchmarking, Maryland libraries are very collaborative.
We learn from each other all the time and share programs, ideas and service models.
Maryland public library administrators meet 4 times a year for meetings. I’ve been very
involved in the Maryland Library Association and I try to give my staff an opportunity to
be involved in statewide projects like the annual conference planning committee,
divisions and interest groups. Additionally there are statewide marketing, youth services
and IT meetings on a regular basis. We send staff to ARSL, PLA, and ALA conferences
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and adapt and implement good ideas that we learn about at those conferences. To my
great satisfaction, staff often come back saying, “We’re already doing most of what I
heard in sessions.”
*For more info on Maryland’s regional libraries, one of our staff, who bucks the norm by
having his doctorate in library science, has written a rural libraries report from ALA. The
Statewide and Regional Solutions Section starts on p. 12. Brian used the Western
Maryland Regional Library as his main example rather than SMRLA to avoid a conflict
of interest, but it basically goes into what the regionals do and how that impacts our
efficiency.
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3.3 CALVERT COUNTY LIBRARY - HISTORICAL QUESTIONS
3.3.1

Collection Expenditures

Can you comment on your library’s collection development budget and how it fits into your longrange planning?
Our budget is smaller than it “should be” on paper. We do have the benefit of sharing an ILS with
Charles and St. Mary’s counties and our reciprocal borrowing agreement gives our customers
access to all of their collections save their Express books and DVDs.
I have been working with the County Commissioners to increase the collection budgets. Most of
the increased spending has gone to our 5th Branch2. Hoopla, RB Digital and Zinio collections
have been added or grown as has the amount that the Regional library puts into the Overdrive
Advantage account for Southern MD.
We have been weeding our collections to be less “just in case” and shifting our collection budget
to higher circulating physical materials (bestsellers and Express DVDs) and digital materials.
Does the current collection budget meet the community’s needs?
Yes-ish. We’re constantly analyzing this. I think we could move further into popular materials but
we have reduced the holds ratio and we’re looking (as a tri-county) into customer-driven
acquisition.

3.3.2

Total Expenditures
Can you comment on your library’s overall operating budget and how it fits into your longrange planning?
As we identify needs and opportunities, I shift funds in our operating budget to accommodate
those needs. This has taken the form of utilizing CollectionHQ for the last 2 years which has
helped us weed and update our collections as well as giving us useful data to confirm that our
selectors are purchasing in accordance with customer demand. We started utilizing Orange Boy’s
Savannah software to do targeted marketing in accordance with our Organizational Competency
of Telling Our Story. Funds have been shifted from print to digital in our collection budgets.
Our operating budget does not reflect some of our real costs like utilities which are paid by
county govt. and cleaning contracts for two of our four facilities which are also in the county
budget. Workers comp insurance, payroll service, Accounts payable and receivable are all
handled by County Govt. Finance staff, and technical services staff are likewise either employed
by the Regional Library or in County Govt. Our ILS and email are hosted by the Regional
Library, so those capital costs are not in our budget.

2

Refers to the library’s on-line presence as indicated in its long-range plan.
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We are investigating hiring a third-party payroll service. This would divert some the FY19
increase in state per-capita funding to operating expenses. At present, our county’s finance and
HR departments process payroll for us. However, there is a disconnect between personnel policy
that is set by the Board of Library Trustees and the rules that the county Finance department
operates by that may make outsourcing payroll more beneficial and ultimately more cost-effective
for the library.

Does the current operating budget meet the community’s needs?
Our Friends and Foundation provide approximately $50k a year in supplemental funds without
which the answer to this question would be no. Friends pay for a lot of our children’s
programming supplies, food for teens, some staff development and a host of other niceties. The
Foundation pays for new furniture and some technology not covered in our budget.
The county budget has never included funds for furniture.
As noted in Section 6 above, your capital expenditure rate is much lower than the select group of 12
peers. The wider group of 569 libraries in your population category averages $3.61 per capita in
capital expenditures compared to your $0.33. Can you comment on the impact of this on your
planning and operations?
Two of four library locations are leased; both need to be replaced by county-owned new facilities.
A third is slated for renovation in the next ten years as the space is not functional. Our IT capital
hardware is considerably lower than it should be; we have a 7 year replacement cycle for public
computers; we would prefer that be 4-5 years. We have a creative IT department. I have also
requested additional capital funds for IT in the FY19 budget as we have a number of switches and
WAP that need to be replaced.
A branch got new HVAC last year which came out of the county’s Building and Grounds budget,
not the library’s.

3.3.3

Book Volumes

Are you happy with your current total of book volumes and collection expenditure allocation?
Yes, generally. I would like to have a larger digital collection and more copies of best-sellers to
reduce the wait time on Overdrive.
Do you have target rates for various types of materials acquisition?
We set targets by collection at the beginning of each fiscal year and adjust those budgets as
needed throughout the year. I can include our collection budget with the answers to this survey if
that is helpful.
Do the sizes of your buildings have an impact on collection size? If so, how?
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Yes and no. Our Facilities Master Plan told us that our collections were too large in a couple of
branches. We have erred on the side of collections instead of customer seating areas at our two
smallest locations, Twin Beaches and Fairview. The collections are too large for the space, but
the spaces are way, way too small for the community, so we walk that line.

3.3.4

Subscriptions

Are you satisfied with the current subscription rate or do you have plans to alter it? If so, how and
in what categories?
Yes, we are satisfied. Each branch manages its subscriptions. They have stayed relatively the
same for the last several years.
Has your periodical collection been affected by state or regional collection development? If so,
please explain.
We cut physical subscriptions a bit in 2014 when we added Zinio as a tri-county collection. The
cut was not significant – approximately $1,500.

3.3.5

Staffing

Do you think that you have the right size and composition of library staffing, and if so, why?
Yes. I really like our model. My predecessor was visionary in nearly eliminating the

position of library assistant, instead choosing to have more expensive and better trained
library associates. This cadre of people come from varied backgrounds and have
bachelor’s degrees in a terrific variety of fields from biology to computers to literature to
history and back again. This gives us terrific breadth in planning classes and events and
creative customer-centric staff.
Having most back-of-house services ‘outsourced’ to county government and the Regional
Library allows us to have a staff almost entirely comprised of public service or at least
public-facing librarians. Of our 80 staff, 10 are substitutes who are very well-trained, 12
are student pages, 5 are central administrative staff, 10 are branch administrators, 3 are
IT, 1 custodian, 1 marketing specialist and 1 circulation assistant. The remaining 37 are,
mostly full-time, library associates whom we call public services librarians.
We’re also blessed that Maryland’s state library runs a Library Associate Training
Institute (LATI). The LATI program is 90 clock hours of training that library associates
must complete within their first two years of working at the library. LATI gives a deeper
foundation to library work and exposure to the different aspects of public library service.
Calvert does have some public services librarians with their MLS and 3 of the 4 branch
Hennen Library Consulting - Best Practice Report for Porter County Library
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administrators have their MLS. Only one of my three senior Coordinators has her MLS.
Our bias is to exceptional customer service, curiosity and a desire to make the community
a better place.
If not, how would you change things?
Need to add an assistant director. Stat. I would also like a data analyst.

3.3.6

Reference

To what do you attribute this remarkably high and rising rate of reference when most other
libraries are seeing a decline?
Our reference questions have gone up every year for the last five years. In October of 2015 we
transitioned to a sampling method of counting reference questions. We do a sample three times a
year. We found that when we focused for a short period of time, it was easier to remember to
count religiously. We also count everything: on-the-fly questions at every service point as well as
during scheduled one-to-one trainings. History Fair is big in Calvert County which gives us a lot
of reference questions in the fall. Phone reference is strong and our staff are kind and
approachable. Below is an excerpt from our Reference Quality Standards so that you can see what
we count as reference questions.
See the answer to question 7.11.1 for another possible reason that we have more reference
questions. At Calvert Library, everyone is a librarian so everyone is answering reference
questions every day.

What is a Reference Question?
A reference question is answered by providing training or using one or more sources.
YES

NO

“Do you have the latest book by James Patterson?” or
“Does James Patterson have a new book coming out?”

Simple title question, such as
“Do you have Roses are Red by James Patterson?”

Clarify a title. “Who is the author of ….?”
Verify a title on amazon.com, imdb.com or other
“What is the chronological order of titles by a
particular author?”
Series, ex. “What books are in the Wheel of Time series?”
or, “What is the correct order to read a particular series of
books?”
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Reader’s Advisory -- helping customers select materials
to read or enjoy
Each title/author book-talked = 1 reference question

Circulation tasks such as placing a hold, renewing items,
modifying a customer record

Marina requests
“Do you have books/dvd’s/audios on,,,? (any topic)
“Do you have information on ….?” (any topic)
Any information from a web site
Multiple questions in one subject, ex. 8 definitions
(count as 8) or 4 questions about a country (count as 4)
Tourist information
Tax questions when you provide assistance, ex.
Print out form, use index, or show web site
Information about Library, Friends, or Foundation
when you discuss the organization and hand customer
printed information or provide web site
Library hours for other counties
Questions about library programs
Directions – external, ex. “Where is the nearest post
office?” or “Where is the Lexington Park Library?”
Information or explanation about library policies ex.
Materials selection, meeting room, computer, etc.
Computer training, ex. Printing, software, databases,
about my account, how to search Cosmos
Training on copier or other library equipment
Training on eReaders, ebooks, or digital audio books
School Visit training on databases, COSMOS,
Web page, about my account, library programs
Each student = 1 question; Additional student
questions answered should be counted
Public Computer Classes- each student trained=1
question. Additional student questions answered
should be counted
Outside Events (booths, county fair, open houses) each question asked by a customer at the event

When you show a customer where the tax forms are
located

Hours for Calvert Library
Selling tickets or registering a customer for a program
Directions – internal, ex. “Where is the bathroom? Or
“Where are the dvd’s?”
Explanation of circulation policies or procedures

Outside Events (booths, county fair, open houses) –
visitors looking at displays, taking handouts or flyers

Is the trend related to the 5th branch strategy outlined in your long- range plan? If so, can you
explain how?
I don’t think that it is related – great reference service has been a hallmark of Calvert Library for
decades. We don’t have a vibrant email reference service. Our contact emails are buried a couple
layers down on the library’s web site. We do count the chat reference questions from Calvert
County residents that go to the statewide Maryland Ask Us Now service – but that’s just a matter
of linking in multiple places on our web site.
Other comments:
One of the pieces that didn’t make it into our strategic plan but is a big part of what we do is our
partnership with Calvert County Public Schools. Our librarians do school visits and in the past
have done History Fair presentations for 6th and 7th grade social studies classes.
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3.3.7

Visits

What do you think accounts for your high rate of visitors and circulation per visitors? Do you have
any suggestions for other libraries?
Community Partnerships and meeting room space have a lot to do with it.
I think it is because our staff are so great. The library tries to be a welcoming place for everyone
in the community. We have a good collection, great programs and even our too-small libraries are
staffed by exceptional people who make the best of their spaces and resources.
Between our four locations, Calvert Library offers 26 storytimes a week for 33 weeks, plus 7
weeks of summer programming at each location. That brings a lot of caregivers and children into
the library and they are the crowd that checks out the most materials per capita.
In 2017 we started offering Kids Cards. Fine-free checkout of up to 5 print items for children
birth to 18 years of age. Every child in the public school system has a virtual kids card called a
CRAB card. We have over 18,000 kids cards! (Not all of those children are checking out
materials.)
Also in June of 2016 we had a Welcome Back – Fine Free Week where we encouraged
community members with fines and lost materials to come back to the library to have their
accounts cleared. Our goal is to make sure that every member of the community can use the
library. Over 70% of the customers who had fines forgiven continued to use the library 6 months
after the campaign.
The Welcome Back Week mentality was integrated into our staff interactions with customers.
Front-line staff have been empowered to forgive up to $50 in fines/lost materials if those charges
are creating a barrier to use. We make every effort to assume positive intent on the part of our
customers and tend to have “power users” instead of “abusers.” There are bad actors, and we have
our share of them, but we treat them as the exception they are.
We market our product – partnering with our community groups to bring them into the library. In
the libraries we do the usual: face outs, topics that are trending for displays, hot topic events that
draw groups into the library and pointing out our resources. Staff are good salespeople. We try to
target resources to customer interests on each visit.
Some libraries serve a lot of residents outside their designated service areas, resulting in higher
visitor rates. Is that the case for Calvert? In other words, is most of your circulation to Calvert
County residents?
Most of it is to Calvert County residents, but we do have a fair amount of traffic from St. Mary’s
County (adjacent to Calvert to the south) and Anne Arundel County to the north. From time to
time I hear people say that they have moved out of the county but return to Calvert to use the
library because it’s so exceptional. From May-October the Southern and Twin Beaches branches
see a number of boaters who are docked at marinas in the county for the summer or a few weeks
of the summer. Approximately 65% of the county commutes out-of-county for work,
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Other comments:
We keep an eye on prices for printing and faxing at local businesses to make sure that we are onpar or less expensive. Fax use has not diminished in recent years.

3.3.8

Circulation

Your rate of circulation per capita is more notable given the somewhat lower rate of funding,
building size, and staffing that we noted in sections 6.1, 7.1 and 7.5 above. Can you indicate what
you believe accounts for this remarkable efficiency?
Auto-renewal has been turned on since April of 2016 which has helped circulation rates. We’ve
made it a priority with staff to increase first circulations and do more hand-selling of materials.
Other things that help:
Centralized selection. Quick turn-around in cataloging and processing at the Regional Library.
Our 2 main selectors have multiple jobs, so they use all the vendor tools they have access to in
terms of lists and suggested carts. Our Youth Services Coordinator selects print and audio for
children and teens. She also coordinates the teen and tween teams and all of the children’s
services in the county. There’s more on her plate with local Early Childhood Advisory Council
and statewide initiatives. Our adult selector is the Adult Resources Coordinator who also does
staff development, coordinates 4 teams and reference services in the county. Lots of hats – so
they use tools and place bi-weekly or monthly orders. Selection of other material types is done by
assistant branch managers. Somehow with those limitations, we end up with a great collection.
We really pay attention to what people ask for and what is circulating.
As previously noted, children’s collection circulation is robust due to frequent storytimes and
evening children’s programs. Daycare providers and home school families are also frequent
visitors. High summer circulation is due to successful summer programming.
Can you provide suggestions for collection development strategies or staff allocation that could help
Porter and other libraries to achieve comparable success?
Put as many staff into public service and outreach as you possibly can. Outsource as much
processing as you can – mylar covers, barcodes, DVD and CD book processing – let the vendors
do that. Use all the vendor tools you have access to.

3.3.9

Program Attendance

Do you have any suggestions regarding program offerings or methods of encouraging attendance?
Leverage your community. We do a lot of the programming in-house for children, but not for
adults. Let your community members be your teachers for classes. Partner with community
groups to do events – they will bring people and do at least half of the advertising.
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Be responsive to customer requests. We have bridge classes and mah jong that are led by
participants. We schedule the room and do the publicity, but group members lead. Same goes for
our Green Crafting group at Southern Branch and the Pins and Needles group at Prince Frederick.
We have a team approach to planning and execution of classes and events. Our Teen, Tween and
Adult teams plan events for all the locations, but primarily for the Prince Frederick central
library. Each team is tasked with planning a certain number of events for the year and a
Coordinator supports their planning and helps them find resources that they may need. We give
teams a lot of latitude. We’ve tried to get folks to “keep it simple” but lately our tween team has
decided to “keep it sophisticated” which means they go over the top from time to time, but they
have such a blast and the kids love the programs.
Likewise we have an exceptional librarian at Prince Frederick heading our teen team. She is
incredibly good at connecting with teens and has built a really dynamic Teen Advisory Council of
Students (TACOS) who help plan programs.
The varied experiences of our library associate staff are invaluable in class and event planning,
marketing, and outreach.
What types of promotions have proven successful?
Partnerships. For example the NAACP, Concerned Black Men and Concerned Black Women all
working together with the library make for very successful events. League of Women Voters, the
Calvert Commission for Women, so many partners I can’t name them. We utilize the county
mediation center to help us facilitate difficult conversations about issues that matter. Grants from
NEH and NEA for small traveling exhibits have been very popular. We have local art on the
walls in each location and artists are encouraged to host a reception for themselves if they wish.
Welcome Back week – when we forgave fines. Summer Fun performances 6 weeks of the
summer bring in lots of children and caregivers. At the smaller branches these events are held at
larger community venues like fire houses, museums and community centers.

3.3.10 Public Internet Terminals
Do you have any thoughts or suggestions regarding public access terminals in the library?
We allow visitors to use library PCs without needing to have their library card. We have visitor
barcode slips printed and available in small baskets at the circulation and reference desks. The
gradual declines in usage have allowed us to remove the time-limit from PC Reservation (the
Comprise product we use to manage the computers). Students, residents without home computers,
visitors, boaters, and those without printers continue to rely on the library for PC access and
printing.

Do you have plans for increasing or decreasing the number or public access computer terminals?
Space is being carved out at Fairview Branch for a new teen zone. We will likely install a couple
of computers in that space. We have been increasing the number of laptops available in branches
for in-house use. No plans to decrease the number of computers at the central library.
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Do you provide Wifi access? Do you find that it is replacing the need for public access terminals?
We do provide Wifi access. (24/7 – folks are welcome to use the internet in our parking lots.) Our
public access computer usage has been declining gradually over the past few years. I attribute
some of this to economic recovery. PC usage has not declined enough to consider reducing the
number of terminals.
Wifi access is used by many, many customers. Customers who use the desk top computers often
also connect a smart device to wifi.
Other comments:
There are a number of areas in Calvert County where it is not possible to get high-speed home
internet via Comcast or Verizon Fios because low-population density has made it cost-prohibitive
for companies to deliver service. Calvert Library has begun to loan wifi-hotspots, but Verizon has
the best network in the county and does not have unlimited data plans. We’re still working on
figuring out how to ensure that residents, especially students, can have reasonably-priced internet
access. The digital divide is alive and well in Calvert…

3.3.11 Public Internet Uses
Is there anything you can think of that lends itself to your higher use rate?
Library card not required (guest passes are freely available). No session time limit. Some
customers stay all day and sign in/out every 4 hours or so. Average session length generally
around 1 hour and did not change when we went to unlimited length sessions.

How do you see the future usage rate of your public access computers?
I think it will continue to decline gradually. We consider adding additional software/OS but we
don’t have the IT capacity to do that at this time.
Do you anticipate expanding, contracting, or stabilizing the number of public access computers you
will have available in the future.
Stabilizing – I’d like to get the replacement rate down to a more respectable 4-5 years.
Do you, or can you, track Wifi access? Can you comment on your results?
We track Wifi access with a captive portal. That lets us go through the motions of having users
accept the Computer Use Policy as well as giving us data to report for our state statistics.
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3.4 CALVERT COUNTY LIBRARY – LONG RANGE PLAN QUESTIONS
3.4.1

Strategic Planning Process

The Calvert County Library Long-Range plan is available at:
http://calvert.lib.md.us/pdfs/StrategicPlan16-18.pdf
We noted that during your last planning cycle you established 5 staff teams:
 Customer Demographics
 Customer Survey
 Focus Group
 Benchmarking
 Program Inventory
We were especially interested in anything you might have to share regarding the results from the
Customer Survey and Benchmarking teams. We wondered if the work of these teams is ongoing or ad
hoc for each planning cycle. We also wonder if you could share any results?
The work of the customer service and benchmarking teams was ad hoc. In the past we have done
a customer survey every two years, but we have not done that since the strategic plan was put into
place. The survey for the strategic plan asked questions about customer/community needs – we
then built our plan around addressing those needs. The customer surveys that had been done in
previous years were about how much you liked the library and what services you used. I do not
find that kind of survey useful. We have usage data. A survey as a means to advertise Mango
languages seems like an inefficient use of staff and customer time.
The PowerPoint that the teams put together to share their findings at an all-staff meeting is
included in the email.

3.4.2

Strategic Goal 1. Support a Strong Community

Regarding the objective to develop embedded library partnerships, we would like to know if you were
able to identify physical locations that attract potential customers and if you were able to provide
library services to customers outside the physical library locations.
We have expanded our partnership with Calvert Health (formerly Calvert Memorial Hospital).
We’ve done Baby Bags for 17 years. This year we switched to a cotton reusable bag with our
“Read Early, Read Often, Read Aloud, Read Together” poster emblazoned on it. We also
upgraded the book that goes into the baby bags from a paperback to a real board book. The
expansion was in asking pediatricians and OBs to talk to parents about reading to their children
from birth. A full-sized “Read Early” poster has been shared with all of the local pediatricians
and OB-GYN practices. The hospital gave us time on the agendas of each of the physician groups
to pitch the idea and it has taken off with several practices.
Our Mobile Services librarians have started two book groups at the Detention Center and have
been part of a parenting class helping parents to use books as a way to connect to their children.
Graduates of the Detention Center’s Inmate Outpatient Program have become library users.
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3.4.3

Strategic Goal 2. Expand Services to Specific Populations

Regarding your objective to expand services to teens, can you describe your success with providing
teen-centric spaces even with insufficient space in some branches?
The teen zone at the central library was refreshed in 2017. It’s much more popular and engaging
for the teens. The Foundation paid for new furniture. Tiffany, our teen team leader, worked with
the Teen Advisory Group on what they wanted to see and then made it happen. The same sort of
project is being undertaken at Fairview Branch right now. They have shifted several ranges of
non-fiction (made possible by heavy and necessary weeding) to carve out space for a teen zone in
a corner of the branch. The project lead is researching furniture and planning to bring in samples
of a few different chairs for the teens to try out and vote on. Other shelving units will need to be
moved and/or replaced. The county Buildings and Grounds crew is very supportive in getting that
work done and the Foundation will foot the bill.
At Twin Beaches where there the teens have a shelving unit, the staff are just extra good. One of
the librarians there is an artist and teaches/facilitates a manga club every month. They have also
done after-hours minecraft nights on Fridays. So, no extra space, but extra care and program
opportunities.
Southern Branch opened almost 4 years ago and has a decent corner for teens and a set of
computers dedicated to their use. They just started a Drop in Chill Out program to build their teen
audience and they’re working on a partnership with a local youth center.
Regarding your objective to expand opportunities for community engagement, can you describe the
results of your efforts to further develop a volunteer force with subject matter expertise in order to
expand engagement and lifelong learning opportunities for your customer?
We revised our volunteer manual, job descriptions and application.
http://calvtest.somd.lib.md.us/about-us/library-info/volunteer/ We continually accept volunteer
applications and will create jobs for volunteers with specific knowledge (leading a class or event).
We provide space, tech, and staff to support community organizations (Calvert Mentors, PFLAG,
Legal Aid, Jobsource). Volunteers and community organizations know the library is willing to
support their missions. Staff network with the community by attending a wide variety of meetings
and events. We meet talented individuals and convince them to teach classes for our community
in their talent field.
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3.4.4

Strategic Goal 3 was to enlarge “Virtual 5th Branch.”

What were the results of your efforts to expand virtual collections?
We added Hoopla and One Click Digital (now RB Digital). We worked with St. Mary’s and
Charles County libraries to lobby the Regional library to put more $ into Overdrive Advantage
collections. All three systems added Hoopla at about the same time so we were able to add
records to the catalog. One Click was not used by the other two counties so I made a deal with the
Directors – if they would put $1,000 into the collection, we could get the records into the catalog
and we would continue to fund it at a much higher rate. (Our initial investment was $10,000.)
Were your efforts to increase access to classes and events online a success? Can you describe what
worked and what did not work? We would be especially interested in the results of any
experimentation with “real-time chat and asynchronous discussions.”
Not really successful. The county’s fiber project has been very slow. The connections are there
but not lit. That was a fundamental piece of being able to stream content. We also have not
invested in quality video or sound equipment yet.
What “technology strategies” from Objective 3.3 were successful? Were there any that were not
successful?
The State Library purchased a set of ten laptops for every system that are set up to allow staff to
run the updates and install software as needed. This sounds simple but is huge – no need for IT to
support this set of laptops. Any team member can check them out to use in a class – by
themselves for a coding class or in concert with other devices (Sphero robots, drones, lego.edu
sets). Through LSTA grants from the State Library and other State Library initiatives we have
been able to develop a pretty cool collection. The Foundation funded a set of iPads for use with
the STEM toys that enable us to use Bloxels and other fund stuff to expand opportunities for
children, tweens and teens. Our Calvert Conversations group, a group that trends older and meets
monthly to learn about and discuss aspects of Calvert history, had a tech session last month to
learn how to use the collection too!
We applied for Category 2 eRate funds this year for the first time. The funding request is for new
Wireless Access Points and ASAs.
The County Commissioners approved a Network Technician position for the FY18 budget. This
third IT person will support the Network Administrator and handle the department’s day-to-day
project management needs. It is our intention that the Network Tech will help the Computer
Technician and the Network Admin be more organized and focused – efficiency and efficacy. We
ask a lot of that department!
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3.4.5

Organizational Competency 1. Tell Our Story

Objective 1a was to develop social media strategy. Were you able to do so? Can you describe it or
provide a copy for us to review?
We have some really skilled and dedicated staff working on the Social Media team. They have
been given a great deal of autonomy and have developed some mastery to go with it. I have not
seen a strategy per se, but I have included the team’s 2017 accomplishment powerpoint in my
response to you. The team has so much ownership of their work that they aren’t always open to
requests for spontaneous posts or posts that they don’t see as developing the kind of interaction or
appeal that they are trying to build (ex. turning books lists about Game of Thrones read-alikes
from an external site into a Library Aware list of books that we own from that external list. Or
early literacy tips for parents.) Their powerpoint will give you a lot of insight into the strategy –
we are in negotiation about some aspects of the strategy.

3.4.6

Unanticipated Developments

Unexpected events or problems frequently have impacts on any long-range plan. Can you describe
events or factors that changed the course of your plans or the focus of objectives?
We realized we’d left the school system out of our plan entirely. We dedicate a fair amount of
time and energy to working with the school system. Setting up virtual CRAB cards for students
and doing school visits. We have scaled way, way back on school visits in recent years. When I
started as director, CLASS Elementary Team visited every 1st and 4th grade class in the public
school system. The CLASS Middle Team visited every 6th and 7th grade class. The teams this year
were tasked with deepening the relationship with their assigned school’s library media specialist.
The goal is to share resources, encourage use of the CRAB card and learn what, if any, particular
challenges the school has that we can help with. Class visits are by request only.
I really need to learn how to say no. We have a few too many things going right now!

3.4.7

Other Comments:

Please let me know if you have specific questions or want more depth on an answer than I
gave. Best of luck! – Carrie Plymire
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4 LAKEWOOD PUBLIC LIBRARY, OHIO
Library Director: James Crawford
jcrawford@lkwdpl.org
Lakewood Public Library
15425 Detroit Avenue
Lakewood, OH 44107
http://lakewoodpubliclibrary.org
Nearly all of Lakewood’s metrics are the highest of any of the libraries in the Best Practice
group. Even with an input rate in the 97th percentile, its outputs averaged in the 99th. Its building
size is about the median for the libraries considered. Its cumulative operating and capital
expenditures are very similar to Porter’s. It had a major budget reduction in 2008 and appears to
be still spending less today even before adjusting for inflation. Its print materials rate is much
higher than Best Practice or Porter rates. Staffing is relatively stable but higher than Porter’s on
a per capita basis.
One thing that especially stood out at first was the rate of circulation and visits per capita at
Lakewood. Closer examination revealed that this was probably partly the result of heavy use by
non-residents of Lakewood’s legal service population. When measured on a per registered
borrower basis rather than a per capita basis, the use rates were closer but still higher. We asked
if this very high rate of crossover borrowing was a factor in long-range planning and budgeting.
Perhaps the most notable metric at Lakewood was in the area of programming. The 2016
program attendance of 120,000 was 7 times Porter’s rate. We wondered about that until we
looked at that until we looked at their 55-page Fall/Winter program guide listing hundreds of
programs. It is simply awe inspiring. We asked for information on designing and implementing
such an ambitious programming schedule. Public Internet terminal use was also notable with a
rate of uses per terminal far above the norm so we asked about this as well.
Lakewood is a city in Cuyahoga County, Ohio. It is one of Cleveland's inner-ring suburbs and
borders the city of Cleveland to the west. It is part of the Greater Cleveland Metropolitan Area.
It is the third largest city in Cuyahoga County. Lakewood's population density (9,420) is the
highest of any city in Ohio and is roughly comparable to that of Washington, DC. By
comparison, Porter County’s population density is 393.
We chose Lakewood because it was “best in class” for nearly every measure, but even its
exceptional input measures were bested by its outputs. Lakewood's population density is the
highest of any city in Ohio and is roughly comparable to that of Washington, DC. Unlike Porter,
the library is a single outlet in an area with many other suburban and urban libraries. Its median
home value and household income is somewhat lower than Porter’s. Ohio and especially
Cuyahoga County are nationally known for having some of the best public libraries in the
country. That is partially a result of Ohio’s uniquely high level of state funding to public
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libraries. This level of funding was diminished after the 2008 recession when funding levels
were frozen.
Key points to Director James Crawoford’s questionnaire responses are as follows:















Collection Development. The Library is committed to making resources, especially
books, available to its patrons. The gold standard the Library strives for is to spend no
less than 20% of its budget on materials, with the balance apportioned between
operations (20%) and personnel (60%). While some years the Library has not met the
goal of spending 20% of its budget on materials, this objective nevertheless remains a
standard that drives the Library’s planning, and decision making.
Collection Development: The Library’s strategic plan has informed collection
development practices, programming, and other library activities. Generally, the
Library’s strategic plan has not informed the budget as the Library’s annual revenue has
been fixed at $4M since July 1, 2009.
Staffing: Just as the Library’s leadership is small in size, the Library’s management is
flat. There are only five managers. This flat organizational structure empowers front line
staff, fosters ingenuity and cooperation, and enhances the Library’s staff productivity
rate.
Programming: The Library is proud of the quality of its programming, both adult and
children’s. Again, the Library’s convenient hours explain in large part the high number
of program attendees. Youth programs that are offered on Friday nights are very popular
with children and their families, and they are very well attended. Most public libraries
are closed on Friday evenings, yet our experience has shown that this day and time is
most popular with our patrons.
Promotions: Promotions that have been especially successful include thematic
programming related to National Endowment for the Humanities or other governmental
entity initiatives. These have included Maurice Sendak, Muslim Journeys, and Thinking
Money. These special thematic programs have included events for both adults and
children, and have included book talks, film screenings, lectures, and music concerts, and
all have included special relationships with co-sponsors.
Public Internet use: The Library’s high patron computer use is explained in part by the
number of non-residents who frequent the Library. Neighboring libraries do not have the
same hours as ours, and some have limited evening hours and are closed on Sundays.
Lakewood is an economically diverse community, and there is a real need of and demand
for public computing by some residents. Thus, Lakewood residents, too, are responsible
for the high number of computer use.
Reference. The director notes that some of the reported reference data in the IMLS data
were in error. Nevertheless, even with the corrections, the reference numbers are quite
remarkable.
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4.1 LAKEWOOD AND PORTER DEMOGRAPHICS




Lakewood is a city in Cuyahoga County, Ohio. It is one of Cleveland's inner-ring suburbs
and borders the city of
Cleveland to the west. It is
part of the Greater
Cleveland Metropolitan
Area. It is the third largest
city in Cuyahoga County.
Lakewood's population
density is the highest of
any city in Ohio and is
roughly comparable to that
of Washington, DC.
Porter County is a county located in the U.S. state of Indiana. As of 2010, the population
was 164,343. The county seat is Valparaiso. This county is part of Northwest Indiana as
well as the Chicago metropolitan area.

Both communities are within a 50-mile radius of major metropolitan areas. The libraries and
branches shown here are depicted by relative building sizes.
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4.1.1

Data Summary for Lakewood & Porter

We chose Lakewood because it was “best in class” for nearly every measure, but even its
exceptional input measures were bested by its outputs.
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4.2

LAKEWOOD PUBLIC LIBRARY HAPLR 2.0 SUMMARY QUESTIONS

Your library must be doing things exceptionally well! Even in this select group of a dozen
libraries, your average of input measures is exceeded by outputs. What do you think accounts
for this exceptional performance? We wondered how you managed to maintain high service
levels despite these cuts.
Response: The Library experienced a 20% cut in funding on July 1, 2009. The Library
went from being a $5M a year operation to a $4M a year operation, and this level of
funding has remained ever since. To maintain the high level of services to which the
community was accustomed and staff was dedicated to providing, all aspects and levels
of library operations had to be critically re-examined and re-engineered. No cuts were
made to the Library’s materials budget, hours open were not reduced, and the Madison
Branch was kept open. The Library is proud to report that over the past eight years, the
materials budget has increased and the hours open have been expanded. The Madison
Branch now has the same hours as the Main Library. The Main Library and the Madison
Branch are open until 9:00 p.m. seven days a week, including Sundays, year-round.
Of the 251 public library systems in Ohio, the Lakewood Public Library is open to the
public the most hours, and Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays continue to be the Library’s
busiest days, especially during the evening hours.
Library operations that do not involve staff’s direct interaction with patrons (“back office
operations”) have received the most attention for re-engineering. Presently, the Library
receives its books fully processed and shelf ready, and its DVDs and CDs, too. Other
activities that have sourced to outside entities, in whole or in part, include IT consulting,
ILS SAAS, graphic design, web design, snow removal, landscaping, and higher level
building maintenance such as electrical work, plumbing, masonry work, roof repairs and
the like. These changes have allowed staff to focus on and interact directly with patrons
more. These changes have also saved the Library $1M a year in expenses. Another factor
that distinguishes the Library is that its leadership is small in number. Library
administration includes a full-time director, a full-time manager of administration, a parttime clerk, and a fiscal officer who works 7.5 hours a week. The Library’s fiscal officer
is a certified professional accountant who has his own accounting practice.
Do you have other libraries that you use for benchmarking purposes? If so, which are they
and how are they chosen?
Response: The Library does not generally look to similarly-sized or similarly-funded
public libraries for benchmarking purposes. Rather, the Library often looks to high
performing public libraries that demonstrate operational excellence, such as the Columbus
Metropolitan Library and the Dayton Metro Library, for inspiration, direction, or
assistance. Since these libraries are significantly larger in size, benchmarking is not
practical.
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4.3 LAKEWOOD PUBLIC LIBRARY - HISTORICAL QUESTIONS
4.3.1

Collection Expenditures per Capita

The amounts here have not been inflation adjusted. Per capita collection expenditures have
varied widely in recent years and are higher than Porter’s rate. Lakewood’s 2016 collection
expenditure rate at $14.03 per capita is about twice Porter’s rate or that of the Best Practice
libraries, and nearly 4 times the average for 929 libraries serving 50,000 to 250,000
populations. At 37%, print to other materials percentage is noticeably lower than Porter’s
(66%) or national averages (57%). In short, your total materials spending appears to be
substantially higher than Porter’s as well as national averages but your print spending
percentage rate is noticeably lower. Total per capita materials spending also appears to be
rising substantially in recent years.
Can you comment on your library’s collection development budget and how it fits into your
long-range planning?
Response: The Library is committed to making resources, especially books, available to
its patrons. The gold standard the Library strives for is to spend no less than 20% of its
budget on materials, with the balance apportioned between operations (20%) and
personnel (60%). While some years the Library has not met the goal of spending 20% of
its budget on materials, this objective nevertheless remains a standard that drives the
Library’s planning, and decision making.
Is the 33% print to 57% other materials spending rate part of a conscious collection
development strategy? If so what impact has it had?
Response: Spending more on non-book materials has not been a conscious collection
development strategy. Yes, the Library has spent more on non-book materials, especially
electronic resources, over these past years, but the amount spent on books has not been
deliberately reduced. In fact, the amounts the Library spent on adult, teen and children’s
books in 2017 were increases over the amounts spent in 2016. The Library expects its
print to other materials percentage to increase.
We assume that there is a considerable amount of crossover circulation between libraries
in your area, given your proximity to other suburban and urban library outlets. What
effect does this have on collection development?
Response: Yes, there is a considerable amount of crossover circulation between the nine
public library systems in Cuyahoga County, and this has influenced the Library’s
collection development practices. Our patrons have access to special materials from
other libraries, public and academic, and the Library has decided not to duplicate these
special collections.
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Our sister library, the Cleveland Public Library, has distinguished itself with its collection
of non-English language materials, one of the best such collections in all of North
America.
Lakewood is a diverse community and the home to many immigrants and refugees.
Although over forty languages are spoken by families of students attending Lakewood
City Schools, the Lakewood Public Library and its patrons rely on the Cleveland Public
Library to meet the needs for non-English language materials.
Also, the Cleveland Public Library and Cleveland State University’s Schwartz Library
are federal government document depositories, and both are very effective in this area.
Therefore, the Lakewood Public Library has not attempted to develop government
documents collections. Similarly, both the Cleveland Public Library and Cleveland State
University’s Schwartz Library have renowned archives of historical materials and
photographs, and the Lakewood Public Library refers patrons seeking these materials to
these libraries.
The Lakewood Public Library does not attempt to collect materials to meet the needs of
non-residents. While all are welcome at the Lakewood Public Library, our collection
development practices continue to focus narrowly on the needs of the residents of the
City of Lakewood.
Does the current collection budget meet the community’s needs?
Response: The Library’s current collection budget does meet the community’s needs.
However, we understand that any increase in the Library’s materials budget would only benefit
patrons, and the Library is therefore committed to increasing its materials budget to the fullest
extent possible. Money saved by continuing to manage operation expenses would be reallocated to the materials budget.
4.3.2

Total Expenditures per Capita

The amounts here have not been inflation adjusted. The reporting year is one year after the
Fiscal Year. Thus 2016 records Lakewood for January to December 2015. Nationally, library
spending rose from $4.5 billion to $11.6 Billion while Lakewood rose from $2.5 million to $4
million. As the graph illustrates, Lakewood’s rate was roughly twice the national average
throughout the time period. The graph notes a substantial cut in reporting year 2008.
Lakewood’s 2016 rate was lower than in 2008 on a per capita basis. Note that due to a lapse in
the IMLS dataset, reporting years 2013 to 2015 are estimates.
Can you comment on your library’s overall operating budget and how it fits into your longrange planning?
Response: The Library’s strategic plan has informed collection development practices,
programming, and other library activities. Generally, the Library’s strategic plan has not
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informed the budget as the Library’s annual revenue has been fixed at $4M since July 1,
2009.
Does the current operating budget meet the community’s needs?
Response: Yes, the Library’s current operating budget does meet the community’s
current needs. The Library commissioned an architectural firm and professional engineer
to compile a comprehensive buildings evaluation report and long-range maintenance
plan. From the budget included in this report, it is clear that the Library’s current
operating budget will not allow for all of these anticipated repairs and thus it will not
meet the community’s needs as of 2024 and thereafter.
As noted in Section 6 above, your capital expenditure rate is about the median for the select
group of 12 peers. The wider group of 569 libraries in your population category averaged
$3.61 per capita in 2016 capital expenditures compared to your $0 since 2008. The data
appear to show almost $17 million in capital spending in Fiscal Years 2005 through 2007
but nothing we could find since then. Can you comment on the impact of this on your
planning and operations?
Response: These capital expenditures were related to the $14M+ Main Library
expansion and renovation project that was completed in 2008.

4.3.3

Book Volumes per Capita

At 7.03, your book volumes owned per capita are about twice the rate of Porter and even more
compared to national averages.
 Are you happy with your current total of book volumes and collection expenditure
allocation?
 Do you have target rates for various types of materials acquisition?
 Do the sizes of your buildings have an impact on collection size? If so, how?
 As you transition to more non-print material, has the book collection average age
changed? If so, how?
Other comments:
Response: Books are king at the Lakewood Public Library, and the shelf space for the
Library’s book collections has been increased over the years. Weeding of books is done
very selectively and in a discriminating fashion. Because a book is old does not make it
a candidate for de-selection. Sometimes it is entirely appropriate for a library to retain an
old book in its collections. The Library continues to purchase new books so there has not
been an unsatisfactory book collection average age.
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4.3.4

Subscriptions per Capita

On print subscriptions, you appear to be bucking the national trend. Your current 1,199
subscriptions (up from 488 in 2008) are much higher on a per 1,000 resident basis than either
Porter or the national rate. The national trend for subscriptions has fallen noticeably since
about 1999 but your rate is much higher. It should also be noted that the national data are
somewhat obscured by a shift to electronic access to magazines, often in state or regional
consortia.
Do the data shown here reflect your current print subscriptions adequately, or have electronic
subscriptions obscured the counts?
Response: The Library’s magazine collections continue to be popular with patrons of all
ages. The Main Library houses 873 magazine subscriptions, and the Madison Branch
235. These collections are supplemented by purchases by staff of seasonal, one-time
magazine publications (Halloween, Thanksgiving, Holiday, etc.) from neighboring drug
stores and book stores. Magazines are not cataloged, only barcoded. The magazine
collections are supplemented by 48 newspaper subscriptions and six investment
newsletters.
Are you satisfied with the current subscription rate or do you have plans to alter it? If so,
how and in what categories?
Response: Yes, the Library is satisfied with its current print periodical collection
development practices.
Has your periodical collection been affected by state or regional collection development? If
so, please explain.
Response: The fluctuation in the number of periodical subscriptions is explained by the
Library’s participation in the State Library of Ohio’s Digital Library Consortium which
uses the Overdrive product. Until recently, Library patrons had access to online
magazines through the Ohio Digital Library’s partnership with NOOK. The Ohio Digital
Library is expected to resume lending online periodicals in June 2018.

4.3.5

Staffing per Capita

While your current rate of staffing is down from 2008, it is still about 3 or 4 times the rate of
Porter or national averages. Your staff circulated over 29,000 items per FTE staff member
annually in the most recent IMLS data. That is nearly twice the rate logged by Porter or the
national average. In short, while your library has more staff than average, they circulate
more items per staff member than most.
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What do you think accounts for your exceptional rate of staff productivity when it comes to
items circulated per staff member?
Response: The Lakewood Public Library is very proud of its staff. Library staff is very
industrious and deeply committed to excellence. Staff’s hard work and stellar
productivity levels do not go unnoticed. All Library employees are commended for the
Library’s exceptional rate of staff productivity.
Just as the Library’s leadership is small in size, the Library’s management is flat. There
are only five managers. This flat organizational structure empowers front line staff,
fosters ingenuity and cooperation, and enhances the Library’s staff productivity rate.
Do you think that you have the right size and composition of library staffing, and if so,
why?
Response: There are always opportunities to improve the size and composition of library
staffing. The Library continues to look for ways to streamline library operations and
adjust staffing levels appropriately.
If not, how would you change things?
Response: Other improvements can be made in the staffing at the Madison Branch. At
times there are more staff than necessary. This can be explained by the need to cover
lunch and dinner breaks, and full-time day and evening staff overlapping. A possible
option is assigning staff to work at both the Main Library and the Madison Branch.

4.3.6

Reference per Capita

Nationally, reference has been falling since around the year 2000 while Calvert’s rate has
grown substantially as this graph illustrates. Lakewood’s reference rate is remarkable. Note
that this graph has been truncated because of the surprisingly high levels for Lakewood in
2010 to 2013 (over 18 per capita compared to national averages at 0.9). The 2016 rate of 3.0
per capita is still remarkably higher than that of Porter or the national average.
To what do you attribute this remarkably high rate of reference when most other libraries are
seeing a decline? How do you account for the fall from 18.5 per capita in 2012 to 3.0 per
capita in 2016? Have we misinterpreted the IMLS data in some way? If so, can you explain?
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Response: IMLS data reflects errors in data collection and reporting. The combined
number of total reference transactions for both the Main Library and the Madison Branch
follows: (Hennen Library Consulting note 3
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009

161,252
169,572
157,560
139,568
172,120
141,596
162,760
144,248
244,452

Do you consider reference a valid measure for library services going into the future?
Response: Measuring traditional reference transactions may no longer be a meaningful
way to measure either a public library’s productivity or success, or meaningful outcomes
for patrons. The Library has seen a continuing increase in patrons communications via
email, submissions to online forms, text messages, and social media posts. Staff directly
interacting with patrons, assisting them, and answering their questions are a service
priority. It is what staff should be doing. The Library will continue to offer reference
services, though this service has now been expanded to all public service desks at both
library locations, and goes beyond in-person and telephone transactions.

4.3.7

Visits per Capita and Circulation per Visit

Your rate of visits per capita at 17.4 is far higher than the average for 929 libraries in the
50k/250k category and Porter although down from the nearly 30 per capita rate of 2010.
However, when we measure by registered borrowers, the rates are closer. That appears to be a
result of extensive registration by residents outside of your service population in the greater
Cleveland metropolitan area. Visits per registered borrower at 9.1 annually are quite similar
to the 8.1 Porter and national average rates.
Are we correct that the high visitor rate is the result of use by a lot of residents outside your
designated service areas? Does this other resident use rate have an effect on service delivery
or long-range planning? If so, can you describe?
Response: The Library’s high visitor rate is best explained by the Library’s convenient
hours and locations; the high level of programming offered; and the number of children’s
3

The numbers as corrected by the library still show a rate of about 3 per capita, three times the national average.
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programs that are offered during the evening and on weekends, times when parents can
accompany their children.
What do else do you think accounts for your high rate of visitors? Do you have any
suggestions for other libraries?
Response: Explanation of the Library’s high rate of visitors goes beyond the high
number of non-residents who are library card holders. The Lakewood Public Library has
distinguished itself by being open late every night, night after night, including Sundays,
year round.
The Library exists to serve its patrons and the members of the community. The Library
is committed to maintaining library hours that are convenient to patrons.

4.3.8

Circulation per Capita

Your 2016 per capita rate of circulation at 30.4 is much higher than Porter’s 8.0 or the
national average of 7.3. However, when we measure by registered borrowers the rates are
closer. That appears to be a result of extensive registration by residents outside of your service
population in the greater Cleveland metropolitan area. Your 2016 rate of registered borrowers
at 99,209 is 192% of your population. The national average and Porter’s rate is about 55%.
Your rate of circulation per capita is highly notable because it appears to include very
substantial use by residents outside the city limits. Does this have a substantial impact on your
planning and operational decisions? If so, can you describe the impacts?
Response: Note unlike visits per capita, the Library’s high circulation per capita can be
explained in large part by the Library’s convenient hours. Also, the Library is proud of
its responsive and responsible collection development practices. These, too, help explain
the Library’s high circulation.
We also noted that your rate of circulation per Full Time Equivalent staff at over 29,000
per year is very high. It is nearly twice the average rate for Porter or the 929 libraries in
the 50k/250k category. Indeed, only one library in the Best Practice group, Carmel-Clay,
had a higher rate. Furthermore, your operating expenditures per circulation at $2.57 is
substantially less than that of nearly all libraries we studied. Can you indicate what you
believe accounts for this remarkable efficiency?
Response: As the Library continues to re-engineer all aspects and levels of library
operations, staffing has been decreased. At the same time, library visits and circulation
has either remained strong or increased. Together, these factors explain the Library’s
high rate of circulation per FTE and its low cost per circulation. And there is no
underestimating staff’s hard work and commitment to excellence. Staff makes the
difference.
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Can you provide suggestions for collection development strategies or staff allocation that
could help Porter and other libraries to achieve comparable success?
Response: The Lakewood Public Library is an efficiently run and high performing
library in large part because: (1) Administration is small in number, (2) there are only
five managers, (3) the fiscal officer is a professional accountant who works for the
Library only part-time, (4) the organizational hierarchy is kept flat, (5) staff is broadly
crossed-trained, (6) many activities that do not involve an employee directly interacting
with a patron are critically examined for elimination or outsourcing, and (7) many
activities that are best handled by other professionals have been outsourced.
In terms of collection development, the Library strives to maintain diverse collections of
materials in all formats, but especially books, that meet the needs and satisfies the
interests of the residents of the City of Lakewood. This approach has served the Library
well over the years.

4.3.9

Program Attendance per Capita

Your program attendance rate of over 120,000 is over 7 times as much on a per capita basis as
the rate of Porter or the average for 929 libraries in the 50k/250k category, yet it is down
substantially from 2009. Part of the difference appears to be the number of programs held. At
111 per week your rate is more than twice the rate of the Best Practice libraries and more than
4 times the average rate for the 929 libraries considered here.
A visit to your web site demonstrates that the number of programs held is remarkable. A 55page Fall/Winter program guide listing hundreds of programs is simply awe inspiring. It begs
the question: How do you do it?
Do you have any suggestions regarding program offerings or methods of encouraging
attendance?
Response: The Library is proud of the quality of its programming, both adult and
children’s. Again, the Library’s convenient hours explain in large part the high number
of program attendees. Youth programs that are offered on Friday nights are very popular
with children and their families, and they are very well attended. Most public libraries
are closed on Friday evenings, yet our experience has shown that this day and time is
most popular with our patrons.
Success of the Library’s programming is also due to the partnerships with other entities
and organizations. Collaboration with others help share the work load and market to new
audiences. Sponsors of programs at the library have included the Cleveland Orchestra,
the Cleveland Museum of Art, the Cleveland Opera, Cleveland State University, Case
Western University, the Cleveland Metroparks, NASA, Girls Who Code, the Turkish
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American Society of Ohio, and the Lakewood Historical Society, among many others.
The Library has also partnered with outside agencies to offer book club and other
programs for children and adults with special needs.
These partners, too, must take credit for the quality of programs offered at the Library.
What types of promotions have proven successful?
Response: Promotions that have been especially successful include thematic
programming related to National Endowment for the Humanities or other governmental
entity initiatives. These have included Maurice Sendak, Muslim Journeys, and Thinking
Money. These special thematic programs have included events for both adults and
children, and have included book talks, film screenings, lectures, and music concerts, and
all have included special relationships with co-sponsors.
Collaboration and taking a community approach to planning programming helps make
the Library’s programs the successes they are.
4.3.10 Public Internet Terminals & Use

With 92 terminals (8.8 per 10,000 population) you have about twice the national average and
the number at Porter. At over 457,000 Internet use sessions your rate of 4,971 annual uses of
these computer terminals was considerably higher than all but one Best Practice library and
well above the 1,080 rate of the 929 libraries in the 50,000 to 250,000-population category.
Is it correct that you currently have 92 public access computer terminals?
Response: Public computers have actually been expanded to 100. Two desktop
computers were recently added at the Madison Branch, and tablet computers were added
at the Main Library (4) and the Madison Branch (2).
Why do you think the use rate is so much higher than that of other libraries?
Response: The Library’s high patron computer use is explained in part by the number of
non-residents who frequent the Library. Neighboring libraries do not have the same
hours as ours, and some have limited evening hours and are closed on Sundays.
Lakewood is an economically diverse community, and there is a real need of and demand
for public computing by some residents. Thus, Lakewood residents, too, are responsible
for the high number of computer use.
Do you have plans for increasing or decreasing the number or public access computer
terminals?
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Response: There has been some suggestion of making additional tablets or perhaps
laptops available to patrons.
Do you have any thoughts or suggestions regarding public access terminals in the library?
Response: The Main Library has both a public computer area and a separate computer
lab. The Library now makes the computer lab available to outside educational groups.
This is working out especially well.
Do you provide Wifi access? Do you find that it is replacing the need for public access
terminals?
Response: Yes, the Library makes WiFi available at both locations; no, we do not find its
availability replacing the need for access to public access terminals.
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5 CARMEL CLAY LIBRARY, INDIANA
Library Director: Bob Swanay
Carmel Clay Public Library
55 4th Ave SE
Carmel IN 46032-2278
https://www.carmel.lib.in.us/
Like all libraries in Indiana, this library is organized as a district library. Unlike Porter, it does
not serve most of the county in which it is located. Four other library districts in the county
serve various communities ranging in size from about 5,000 to 140,000. The library has a single
library building and a bookmobile.
At 81,000 Carmel Clay’s service area is smaller than Porter’s. It’s population density at nearly
1,700 per square mile is nearly 4 times Porter’s rate. Median household income ($106,000) is
higher than Porter’s $65,000. It’s median home value is at $306,500 is 80% higher than Porter’s.
Carmel is a suburban city in Hamilton County, Indiana, located immediately north of
Indianapolis. It has been one of the fastest-growing communities in the country. In 2012, Carmel
was selected as the "Best Place to Live in the United States" by CNN Money magazine, and
received the same designation by Niche.com in 2017. It is the fifth-largest city in Indiana.
The library’s input measures best Porter’s, but so do its outputs. With an input average in the
90th percentile, it delivers a 94th percentile output rate. Its building size is smaller on a per capita
basis than Porter’s but only marginally so. Although its operating spending over the last 25
years has been higher than Porter’s its capital expenditures have been markedly lower than either
Porter’s or the Best Practice libraries group. We sought further information on this point.
Its print materials spending and its holdings are lower than Porter’s. We were particularly struck
by the rapid population growth of the Carmel Clay service population when compared to its
staffing level. While population doubled in the timeframe we considered, full time equivalent
staffing levels stayed remarkably stable. Since circulation has been growing with its population,
we wondered how the library has coped. Circulation per FTE at over 33,000 annually was
higher than that of any of the Best Practice libraries and twice Porter’s rate. We noted also that
its rate of visitors had not kept pace with population changes and that circulation increases came
from more items checked out on average at each visit. We asked what has been driving this
trend. We also wondered why the library’s rate of public Internet uses per were higher than
usual.
The library director notes that the library is crowded, and that they are planning the addition of a
branch in the future. Part of staff efficiency is attributable to the use of RFID and automated
materials handling. The major factor in their consistently high level of use is attributed to “A
strategic location and a healthy budget.”
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Key points to Director Bob Swanay’s questionnaire responses are as follows:



Overall: “Some of the factors that contribute to our success include a healthy operating

budget, sound financial planning by our administration and board, a highly educated and
supportive community, and dedicated staff and volunteers. We are also currently in a single
location, so our operating expenses are highly efficient (building and grounds, personnel).”


Collection Development: Our generous budget allows experimentation with new collections
and exploration of new formats. We do comply with Indiana state public library standards for
percentage of our budget spent on materials. We are part of a growing, financially stable
community. We are also independent of the City of Carmel and not competing with city
agencies for funding.



Capital Spending: “We anticipate our capital spending to dramatically increase in the next
decade, as the library is anticipating the following expenditures: interior renovation,
extension to the facility, branch location, and an added parking structure.”



Overhead: “All of these costs are within our budget as CCPL operates autonomously from
the city. Including related salaries for the finance manager and HR manager, a rough estimate
of related costs would be $320,000.”



High visit and circulation rates: Books in a bag (adult book group sets), Grab and Go
(children’s picture book subject sets), quality readers’ advisory service in all departments,
increased number of renewals. We make it as simple as possible to get a library card.
Students can use their school ID. We go out and register people for library cards at
community events.
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5.1 CARMEL CLAY & PORTER DEMOGRAPHICS




Carmel is a suburban city in Hamilton County, Indiana, located immediately north of
Indianapolis. It has
been one of the fastestgrowing communities
in the country. In 2012,
Carmel was selected as
the "Best Place to Live
in the United States" by
CNN Money magazine,
and received the same
designation by
Niche.com in 2017. It
is the fifth-largest city
in Indiana.
Porter County is a county located in the U.S. state of Indiana. As of 2010, the population
was 164,343. The county seat is Valparaiso. This county is part of Northwest Indiana as
well as the Chicago metropolitan area.

Both communities are within a 50-mile radius of major metropolitan areas. The libraries and
branches shown here are depicted by relative building sizes.
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5.1.1

Data Summary for Carmel Clay and Porter

We chose Carmel Clay because this Indiana library’s outputs exceeded its inputs.
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5.2

CARMEL CLAY LIBRARY HAPLR 2.0 SUMMARY QUESTIONS

Your library must be doing things exceptionally well! Even in this select group of a dozen
libraries, your average of input measures is exceeded by outputs. What do you think accounts
for this exceptional performance?
Some of the factors that contribute to our success include a healthy operating budget,
sound financial planning by our administration and board, a highly educated and
supportive community, and dedicated staff and volunteers. We are also currently in a
single location, so our operating expenses are highly efficient (building and grounds,
personnel).
Do you have other libraries that you use for benchmarking purposes? If so, which are they
and how are they chosen?
We compare ourselves to the other library districts in our county in regard to salary and
benefits, but generally we find ourselves to be somewhat unique for our service
population, geographic size and demographics.
What have you learned from other libraries that you have benchmarked?
No answer.
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5.3

CARMEL CLAY – HISTORICAL QUESTIONS

1.

COLLECTION EXPENDITURES PER CAPITA

Can you comment on your library’s collection development budget and how it fits into your
long-range planning?
Our generous budget allows experimentation with new collections and exploration of
new formats. We do comply with Indiana state public library standards for percentage of
our budget spent on materials. We are part of a growing, financially stable community.
We are also independent of the City of Carmel and not competing with city agencies for
funding.
Is the 52% print to 48% other materials spending rate part of a conscious collection
development strategy? If so what impact has it had?
No, it is not. We have decentralized collection development, meaning that selection is
done by front-line librarians and staff throughout our library. Children’s librarians select
children’s materials, reference librarians select adult materials, and young adult librarians
select teen materials. Budgets are requested by managers of each department and
collection development strategies vary by department.
Because Carmel Clay is in a densely populated urban area and has a very high ratio of
registered borrowers to population (92%), we assume that there is a considerable amount of
crossover circulation between libraries in your area. What effect does this have on collection
development and use rates?
We are a net lender in our county wide reciprocal borrowing agreement, which includes
physical collections, but not electronic.
Does the current collection budget meet the community’s needs?
Yes

2.

TOTAL EXPENDITURES PER CAPITA

Can you comment on your library’s overall operating budget and how it fits into your longrange planning?
We are in a desirable position to have an administration and board that exercise sound
fiscal oversight of our budget.
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What is the current operating budget? Does the current operating budget meet the
community’s needs?
Our total operating budget is $7,728,430 and is currently more than adequate to meet
community needs. However, the library is in the process of considering extending
services through a new branch, so the budget may be challenged more following that.
Costs for certain overhead and administrative expenses like bookkeeping, legal expenses, or
pension liabilities are frequently not included in the operating expenditures of municipal
libraries but rather in the operating costs of the city. Is that the case for Carmel Clay? If so,
do you have a rough estimate of the costs involved?
All of these costs are within our budget as CCPL operates autonomously from the city.
Including related salaries for the finance manager and HR manager, a rough estimate of
related costs would be $320,000.
As noted in Section 5 above, your operating expenditure rate is about the median for the select
group of 12 Best Practice peers and it is well above national averages. On the other hand,
capital spending appears low. Since 1992, capital spending nationally by libraries averaged 13
cents per operating dollar. That compares to 48 cents at Porter. At Carmel Clay the $2.4
million in capital spending appears to amount to just 4 cents per operating dollar. Can you
comment on the impact of this on your planning and operations?
We anticipate our capital spending to dramatically increase in the next decade, as the
library is anticipating the following expenditures: interior renovation, extension to the
facility, branch location, and an added parking structure.

3.
BOOK VOLUMES PER CAPITA
Do you have target rates for various types of materials acquisition?
No
Are you happy with your current total of book volumes and collection expenditure allocation?
Yes
Do the sizes of your buildings have an impact on collection size? If so, how?
Yes, we are limited by our current building size, especially in our young adult collection.
As you add more non-print material, has the book collection average age changed? If so,
how?
It has changed in nonfiction. We are not retaining items as long that are available online.
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Which areas of the print materials collection continue to receive more development, which are
receiving less?
We are growing our graphic novel collections for all ages. We are significantly decreasing
the size of our reference collections for all ages.

4.

SUBSCRIPTIONS PER CAPITA

Do the data shown here reflect your current print subscriptions adequately, or have electronic
subscriptions obscured the counts?
This accurately reflects our current print subscriptions, though the library has offset the decline in print
periodicals with a subscription to 68 magazines with RB Digital. Circulation for that digital resource also
continues to decline annually however. We have concluded that magazines as a format and concept has
less resonance with the community than in previous years.
Are you satisfied with the current subscription rate or do you have plans to alter it? If so, how and
in what categories?
Our expectation is to continue to oversee a managed reduction in the print magazine collection, and
perhaps even an eventual reconsideration of RB Digital. In anticipated future interior renovations, the
periodicals reading area will also be reduced in size and scope.
Has your periodical collection been affected by state or regional collection development? If so,
please explain.
No, collection decisions have been local.

5.

STAFFING PER CAPITA

What do you think accounts for your exceptional rate of staff productivity when it comes to
items circulated per staff member?
Implementation of RFID and automated materials handling in Circulation. Improvements
in holds processing. Discontinuation of AV security cases.
Has automated circulation been a factor in staff productivity? What else might have been
involved?
Yes. When RFID was implemented, we reclassified some open positions from clerk to
page to increase the speed at which we re-shelve new materials.
Do you think that you have the right size and composition of library staffing, and if so, why?
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Managers are encouraged to make staffing changes as they see need. Administration and
library board are supportive of change when managers provide justification.

6.

REFERENCE PER CAPITA

Questions:
Is the relatively lower reference rate partly attributable to your extraordinarily high circulation per
FTE staff member?
Possibly the rate is linked to circulation, in that the collection emphasis has trended towards the
circulating items over reference items.
Have we misinterpreted the IMLS data in some way? If so, can you explain?
The data is correct but interpreting reference collections requires shifting analysis to account for
changing trends in usage.
Do you consider reference a valid measure for library services going into the future?
No, I think we need to be looking at other measurements beyond a physical reference collection.
Digital usage, programming, and activity on library networks are factors supplanting the traditional
reference collection measure.

7.

VISITS PER CAPITA AND CIRCULATION PER VISIT

What do you think accounts for the fall in annual library visits?
2016 was an anomaly in our library visit statistics because of extremely high turnout for
early voting that we hosted. Our 24/7 branch provides access to information when the
library is not open or easily accessible by patrons.
What do you think accounts for increasing your circulation per visit from about 2 to nearly 4
since 1999?
Books in a bag (adult book group sets), Grab and Go (children’s picture book subject
sets), quality readers’ advisory service in all departments, increased number of renewals
Do you have any suggestions for other libraries?
We make it as simple as possible to get a library card. Students can use their school ID.
We go out and register people for library cards at community events.
Other comments:
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The level of activity around us has increased over time. An arts and design district was
developed in our downtown, which we are at the edge of. Our high school is across the
street and has a current population of approximately 5,000 students.

8.

CIRCULATION PER CAPITA

Your rate of circulation is exceptional. To what would you attribute this?
We have a very well-educated community who value and use the collection. We have a
monthly book alert email that patrons can use to learn what’s new in various subjects and
genres. We have a generous budget and excellent collection development staff. We
strategically manage holds on our materials and order additional copies when holds reach
designated thresholds.
Your circulation appears to include a fair amount of use by residents outside the city limits.
Does this have a substantial impact on your planning and operational decisions? If so, can
you describe the impacts?
The greatest impact is demand on our physical space. We have many visitors from nearby
communities who use our study rooms and computers. We don’t feel that there is
substantial impact on our collections.
We also noted that your rate of circulation per Full Time Equivalent staff at over 33,000 per
year is very high. It is more than twice the average rate for Porter or the national average.
You had the highest rate of the Best Practice libraries. Furthermore, your operating
expenditures per circulation at $2.70 – well below Porter’s $4.15. It is about half the rate of
the national rate and substantially less than that of nearly all libraries we studied. Can you
indicate what you believe accounts for this remarkable efficiency?
We are a single location (with the exception of a digital media lab in our arts and design
district and a bookmobile that visits primarily senior living and child care facilities). We
have efficiency of staffing and facilities because of this.
Can you provide suggestions for collection development strategies or staff allocation that
could help Porter and other libraries to achieve comparable success?
A strategic location and a healthy budget.

9.

PROGRAM ATTENDANCE PER CAPITA

Your substantial program attendance causes us to ask “Do you have any suggestions
regarding program offerings or methods of encouraging attendance?”
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We have been successful in developing community partnership. This creates ownership
of the library in the community. We have also become more strategic about the types of
programs that we plan. We offer adult programs with wide appeal.
What types of promotions have proven successful?
We have a presence on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and Pinterest. Each is
maintained by a small group of staff who share responsibility for engaging with our
social media followers. We boost Facebook posts through funding from our Friends and
Foundation. We have a local weekly newspaper that provides us with a free ad space. Our
communications manager provides them with regular updates about new programs and
services to write about as well.

10.

PUBLIC INTERNET TERMINALS & USE

Is it correct that you currently have 115 public access computer terminals?
Our last count shows 113 Internet connected public computers. Most of these are
accounted for as OPAC stations, computers solely for the function of searching and
browsing the catalog for the library’s collection.
Why do you think the use rate is higher than that of most other libraries?
Convenience may be a factor. Catalog computers are spread liberally throughout the
facility. The Technology Room offers an unusually comfortable space for users.
Do you have plans for increasing or decreasing the number or public access computer
terminals?
In the age of mobile devices, we anticipate a strategic reduction of computers in the
coming years.
Do you have any thoughts or suggestions regarding public access terminals in the library?
Multi-functional spaces are needed regarding public terminals. They should not dominate
space without having a multi-functional purpose. Less is also required, while an emphasis
on responsive web sites and mobile-friendly capabilities is more important than before.
Do you provide Wifi access? Do you find that it is replacing the need for public access
terminals?
Yes, and I do think it offsets the need for some terminals. This is a reason we will be
thinking through a managed reduction in the coming years.
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6 HAPLR 2.0 SCORECARDS FOR BEST PRACTICE LIBRARIES
& PORTER COUNTY LIBRARY
Hennen’s American Public Library Ratings (HAPLR) are no longer published. HAPLR 1.0
used data provided by 9,000 public libraries in the United States to create comparative rankings.
Thousands of libraries ordered reports on their libraries from 1999 to 2010. Previous editions of
Version 1.0 are available at the Wayback Machine. Simply type the following into the search
box: haplr-index.com.
We have not stopped providing library research. Since 2010 we have been working with library
data as consultants to libraries on a case-by-case basis.
HAPLR 2.0 provides customized reports for libraries and groups of libraries. The consulting
emphasizes graphic visualizations of library data that allows libraries to compare their
performance to peers.
The reports on the following pages are for the four libraries included in this report (Sections 6.1
through 6.4) as well as for all 12 libraries identified as “Best Practice Libraries” (Section 6.5).
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6.1 HAPLR 2.0 FOR PORTER COUNTY LIBRARY
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6.2 HAPLR 2.0 FOR CARMEL CLAY PUBLIC LIBRARY
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6.3 HAPLR 2.0 FOR LAKEWOOD PUBLIC LIBRARY
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6.4 HAPLR 2.0 FOR CALVERT COUNTY LIBRARY
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6.5 HAPLR 2.0 SUMMARY DATA FOR ALL BEST PRACTICE LIBRARIES
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7 ABOUT HENNEN LIBRARY CONSULTING
https://hennenlibrary.org/
Public library planning, evaluation, and development is what we do. The library world has
known HAPLR (Hennen’s American Public Library Ratings) from 1999 until we discontinued
HAPLR 1.0 in 2010. We launched Hennen Library Consulting in 2004 to respond to requests
related to the ratings. That was the same year Tom Hennen published his public library planning
book. In 2017, we launched HAPLR 2.0 (Hennen’s American Public Library Research). The
change from Ratings to Research meant changing to HAPLR 2.0. Our site (HennenLibrary.org)
highlights the research and consulting that we do. In 2017, Tom and Valerie celebrated 45 years
of marriage. We are passionate about one another as well as about libraries.
Tom and Valerie Hennen have been a team for over 45 years. They learned the consulting craft
by the work they do and the love they share. Tom’s day job taught him much that he shares with
clients when consulting. Lobbying state and local legislators for better library service was
critical to that day job. During his career Tom was active in library advocacy. Much to their
surprise, asking the legislature to do things can matter. Oddly, if you ask them to force you to do
things you want to do anyway, good things can happen. The passage of Wisconsin Act 150 in
1998 proved that to them. The law that they championed required them to do strategic planning;
they planned with gusto. They learned that library buildings cost a lot. Who pays the taxes for
them can be controversial. One of Valerie’s favorite stories about their library consulting
together was the night Tom wouldn’t even let her get out of the car after she came home from
work without talking earnestly about the latest proposal on governance and funding for
Waukesha County.
Tom retired in 2013. He retired as the director of Waukesha County Federated Library System
in Wisconsin. Tom says that his dad taught him that “Just because you think in rows and
columns doesn’t mean you can’t dream!” Valerie is the editor and co-founder of HAPLR and
Hennen Library Consulting. She retired after 30 years from her position as a speech and
communications instructor at Gateway Technical College.
Now that they are both retired, they travel, 45 countries at last count. They consult on library
planning, governance, and construction in their off hours. They are passionate about each other,
their 2 kids, 3 grandkids, extended family, travel, and libraries, in that order. But, library folk,
don’t take that amiss. They have a lot of passion, so libraries get their share!
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